### Headphones

**Kenwood HS-5**
The Kenwood HS-5 deluxe communications headphones offer comfort and performance at a modest price. Black metal and plastic. 8 Ohms. ¼" mono plug.

**Philmore HD-3030**
The Philmore HD-3030 are luxury hi-fi headphones for the discriminating listener. There are volume controls on each ear piece as well as a Mono Stereo switch. Response is 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 8 ohms. Supplied with 1/8" mini stereo to ¼" stereo adapter plug.

**Heil ProSet 3**
The Heil ProSet 3 headphones have an extended frequency response of 10 Hz to 22 kHz for exceptional clear and balanced sound reproduction. And it provides outside noise reduction. The ergonomic design has a soft, adjustable cushioned headband and you get padded, replaceable ear cushions. The convenient folding construction allows for compact transport and storage. It has three twist lock detachable cables terminating to 1/8" (3.5 mm) plug. Plus a gold-plated stereo, screw-on ¼" adapter is included. Most Universal employees have these headphones.

**Sangean PS-300**
The Sangean PS-300 speaker sits comfortably under your pillow. It plugs into most audio devices including radio, iPhone, iPad, MP3 player, Smartphone or TV. Enjoy your listening without disturbing your partner. Unlike other pillow speakers, this model has a built-in volume control and an audio amplifier to enhance the output level. There is a switch to turn off the amplification and drive the speaker directly to save battery life. Requires one AAA battery (not supplied). The 6.5 foot cord terminates to a stereo 3.5mm mini plug.

**Philmore HD3030**
The Philmore HD-3030 are luxury hi-fi headphones for the discriminating listener. There are volume controls on each ear piece as well as a Mono Stereo switch. Response is 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 8 ohms. Supplied with 1/8" mini stereo to ¼" stereo adapter plug.

**Icom SP-27**
The Icom SP-27 clear acoustic tube earphone is designed to be hidden behind the ear making it hard to see. This makes it an ideal earphone for security, hotels, restaurants, retail and airports. Supplied with a clothing clip and spare ear bud. It has a 38 inch cord with 3.5mm mono threaded connector.

**MFJ-392B**
The MFJ-392B headphones are great for all modes: SSB, FM, AM, data and CW. Each cushioned earphone has an individual volume control. With free mono ¼ inch phone adapter. These lightweight earphones (8 oz.) come with a 9 foot cord. MFJ-392B handles 450 mW and has a frequency response of 20-20000 Hz. Impedance is 32 Ohms, sensitivity is 102dB/mW. 8 oz. Works in mono or stereo mode.

**Heil ProSet 3**
The Heil ProSet 3 headphones have an extended frequency response of 10 Hz to 22 kHz for exceptional clear and balanced sound reproduction. And it provides outside noise reduction. The ergonomic design has a soft, adjustable cushioned headband and you get padded, replaceable ear cushions. The convenient folding construction allows for compact transport and storage. It has three twist lock detachable cables terminating to 1/8" (3.5 mm) plug. Plus a gold-plated stereo, screw-on ¼" adapter is included. Most Universal employees have these headphones.

**CCrane PS-2**
The CCrane PS-2 SoftSpeaker makes private listening in bed comfortable. Just slip it under the pillow, or the padding is so soft you can even set it directly under the ear. The foam padded cover is removable for cleaning. It has a 6 foot cord terminating in a 3.5mm mini stereo plug.

**Icom SP-40**
The Icom SP-40 mono earphone has a 39 inch wire that terminates to a 2 conductor 1/8" (3.5mm) plug. 180 Ohms. The earphone comes with a removable soft earbud. A replacement earbud of the same size is included. Additionally, a smaller earbud is also included.

**Sangean PS-100 Pillow Mate**
The Sangean PS-100 Pillow Mate speaker sits comfortably under your pillow. You can listen to your radio without disturbing your partner. White with cord that terminates to a stereo mini-plug. 3.5 x 4 x 1 inches.

**Sangean PS-300**
The Sangean PS-300 speaker sits comfortably under your pillow. It plugs into most audio devices including radio, iPhone, iPad, MP3 player, Smartphone or TV. Enjoy your listening without disturbing your partner. Unlike other pillow speakers, this model has a built-in volume control and an audio amplifier to enhance the output level. There is a switch to turn off the amplification and drive the speaker directly to save battery life. Requires one AAA battery (not supplied). The 6.5 foot cord terminates to a stereo 3.5mm mini plug.

**MFJ-392B**
The MFJ-392B headphones are great for all modes: SSB, FM, AM, data and CW. Each cushioned earphone has an individual volume control. With free mono ¼ inch phone adapter. These lightweight earphones (8 oz.) come with a 9 foot cord. MFJ-392B handles 450 mW and has a frequency response of 20-20000 Hz. Impedance is 32 Ohms, sensitivity is 102dB/mW. 8 oz. Works in mono or stereo mode.

**Heil ProSet 3**
The Heil ProSet 3 headphones have an extended frequency response of 10 Hz to 22 kHz for exceptional clear and balanced sound reproduction. And it provides outside noise reduction. The ergonomic design has a soft, adjustable cushioned headband and you get padded, replaceable ear cushions. The convenient folding construction allows for compact transport and storage. It has three twist lock detachable cables terminating to 1/8" (3.5 mm) plug. Plus a gold-plated stereo, screw-on ¼" adapter is included. Most Universal employees have these headphones.

**CCrane PS-2**
The CCrane PS-2 SoftSpeaker makes private listening in bed comfortable. Just slip it under the pillow, or the padding is so soft you can even set it directly under the ear. The foam padded cover is removable for cleaning. It has a 6 foot cord terminating in a 3.5mm mini stereo plug.

**Icom SP-40**
The Icom SP-40 mono earphone has a 39 inch wire that terminates to a 2 conductor 1/8" (3.5mm) plug. 180 Ohms. The earphone comes with a removable soft earbud. A replacement earbud of the same size is included. Additionally, a smaller earbud is also included.

**Sangean PS-100 Pillow Mate**
The Sangean PS-100 Pillow Mate speaker sits comfortably under your pillow. You can listen to your radio without disturbing your partner. White with cord that terminates to a stereo mini-plug. 3.5 x 4 x 1 inches.

**MFJ-392B**
The MFJ-392B headphones are great for all modes: SSB, FM, AM, data and CW. Each cushioned earphone has an individual volume control. With free mono ¼ inch phone adapter. These lightweight earphones (8 oz.) come with a 9 foot cord. MFJ-392B handles 450 mW and has a frequency response of 20-20000 Hz. Impedance is 32 Ohms, sensitivity is 102dB/mW. 8 oz. Works in mono or stereo mode.

**Heil ProSet 3**
The Heil ProSet 3 headphones have an extended frequency response of 10 Hz to 22 kHz for exceptional clear and balanced sound reproduction. And it provides outside noise reduction. The ergonomic design has a soft, adjustable cushioned headband and you get padded, replaceable ear cushions. The convenient folding construction allows for compact transport and storage. It has three twist lock detachable cables terminating to 1/8" (3.5 mm) plug. Plus a gold-plated stereo, screw-on ¼" adapter is included. Most Universal employees have these headphones.

**CCrane PS-2**
The CCrane PS-2 SoftSpeaker makes private listening in bed comfortable. Just slip it under the pillow, or the padding is so soft you can even set it directly under the ear. The foam padded cover is removable for cleaning. It has a 6 foot cord terminating in a 3.5mm mini stereo plug.

**Icom SP-40**
The Icom SP-40 mono earphone has a 39 inch wire that terminates to a 2 conductor 1/8" (3.5mm) plug. 180 Ohms. The earphone comes with a removable soft earbud. A replacement earbud of the same size is included. Additionally, a smaller earbud is also included.